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Germany's Chancellor Wins
An~other 4 Years in Power
BONN, West Germany
Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt's
government coalition won another
four years in power in Sunday's
national elections.
Schmidt's victory was largely due
to the improved showing of his
Social Democrat party's coalition
partner in the government, the
small liberal Free Democrat Party
headed by Foreign Minister HansDietrich Genscher, which made
gains of more than 2 percent and
appeared set for its best results
since 1961.
The returns showed the Social
Democrats failed to make gains
with voters and Schmidt's opponent, Franz Josef Strauss, leader
of the Christian Democrat party,
dubbed the win a "Pyrrhic victory."
Schmidt said Strauss was one of
the first to call him at the Bonn
Chancellery to congratulate him on
his victory,

A projection broadcast by the
television station ARD just after 8
p.m. gave the Social Democrats
42.6 percent, the same as in 1976,
and the Free Democrats 10.5
percent, 2.6 percent more than in
1976. The poll showed 44.8 percent
for the Christian Democrats.
The conservatives were certain to
remain the strongest party in the
Bonn parliament. The ARD poll
indicated the conservatives would
hold 227 seats, a loss of 16, the
Social Democrats 216, a gain of
two, and the Liberals 53, an increase of 14. This would boost the
coalition majority from 10 seats to
more than 40.
Schmidt called this a "decisive
strengthening" for the 11-year-old
coalition. He said the results also
meant he won a case of beer from
Gcnscher, having bet the liberals
would do well.

For Schmidt, the projcctiom though showing a slight drop in
support for his own party compared well with the narrow 1.9
percent majority the coalition
secured four years ago,
Many West Germans turned out
to cast their votes and the high
turnout favored Schmidt's Social
Democrats, who traditionally find
it more difficult to mobilize their
vote than the ,opposition conservatives.
Schmidt has headed the coalition
since taking over from Willy Brandt
in 1974.
The victory gives Schmidt power
until 1984 and brings him close to
the record chancellorship of
Konrad Adenauer, who held office
from 1949 to 1963.
None of the other I I parties
standing for election was expected
to get the 5 percent share of the vote
needed
for
parliamentary
representation.

Ir~q Captures Key

Oil Port
After Canceling Cease-Fire
BAGHDAD,Iraq (UPI) - With
Iran attacking by land, sea and air,
Iraq cancelled a unilateral cease-fire
after barely 12 hours Sunday and
Pilot Ron Curry douses 'Swede' Johnson and daughter Karen With captured the key Iranian oil port of
champagne after their first hot air balloon flight. Story and photos Khurramshahr in a major victory in
its Persian Gulf war with Iran.
on pages 10·11. (Photo by Ken Clark)
UPI Correspondent Joseph A.
Reaves drove into Khurramshahr
Sunday from the Iraqi city of
Basra, across the Shatt-Al-Arab
waterway, and reported Iraqi
troops were in control of the port
after a 14-day siege of the bitterly
defended facility.

Nutrition AssesSinent
Will Reveal Habits
Alice L. Wagoner

For students wanting to know
how what they eat, where they eat
and when they eat correspond to
the percent of their body fat, their
participation in a nutritional
assessment study may give them
answers to those and other
questions.
Dr. James Hill, assistant
professor of Home Economics, will
be conducting the survey Oct. 13·
3 t. During that time, students may
take a questionaire and sign up to
have their measurements taken,
Hill said.
The measurements are not the
ordinary bust, waist, and hip

He said Iraqi soldiers controlled
most of the city itself, apart from a
statisti~s, but ar~, instead, of skin- few pockets of Iranian resistance
fold, gt~h, and d1ameter • •
where snipers kept up a defiant
A sk~n-fold measure~ent IS done challenge to the Iraqi forces.
by takmg a fold ~f skm b~tween • Iraqi soldiers were carrying out
tw? fingers and usmg a cahper to "massive looting," Reaves said. He
esttmate ~he pe~cent of bod.Y fat. said he saw Iraqi soldiers carrying
The caliper IS the unit of away bicycles, vacuum cleaners,
measurement.
The girth measurements cover
the distance around hips, arms and
the abdominal area.
The diameter measurements
consist of measuring the hip of the
male participants.
Hill said the measuring should
only take about l 0 or 15 minutes.
Together with the measurements Robert Sanchez
will be a two-part questionaire,
continued on page 6
A spokesman campaigning in
New Mexico this week for the
Citizens Party, spoke Thursday
evening at UNM about the
problems America faces today and
their possible solutions, with special
regard to nuclear power.
Sidney Lens, Citizen's Party
candidate fot the U.S. Senate from
magazine published three times a Illinois, said, "We have spent $2.2
year. The upcoming issue will deal trillion on a counter-productive
with energy.
arms race. There have been t ,SOO
ln other action, the Council arms races since 600 B.C., and all
elected Ellen Foppes for the but tO have ended in war."
position of council chair. Prior to
He said the Citizens Party
the election, the other candidate for believes the military budget should
council chair, Yolanda Jones, with· be drastically reduced.
drew.
Presidential and vice-presidential
The next OSA meeting is candidates for the Citizens Party
scheduled for Nov. 8 at 9 a.m.
are Barry Commoner and La Donna

GSA Funds To Help Publish
American Culture Magazine
Beti Martinez
Five-hundred dollars from the
Graduate Students Assodatiott
Special Ideas Fund will go toward
publishing the New America
magazine, the GSA Council voted
Saturday.
The New America is an American
cultural
and
Southwestern

furniture and other household
goods.
Neither Iraq nor Iran made any
immediate mention of the fate of
Khurramshahr, a key Iranian oil
port and scene of some of the
heaviest fighting in the two-weekold war.
Iraq earlier said it called off a
scheduled four-day cease-fire in the
war starting at dawn because of
Iranian violations. It claimed it
carried out a series of punishing
attacks on Iran in revenge.
Detailed reports of ground
fighting of the war in Iran's oilrich
Khuzistan province, where Iraq
claims hundreds of square miles of
conquered territory, were sparse
from either side.
But Iran seemed to be pressing a
series of counterattacks along a
100-mile stretch of border from the
Shatt-Al-Arab in the south to
Ahvaz and Dizful.

Spokesman Outlines
Citizen's Party's Goals
Harris, the wife of former Senator
Fred Harris, political science
professor at UNM.
"We believe that the problems of
America are not skin deep," Lens
said Thursday evening. 41 We think
that the government, by the consent
of the governed, has broken
down.''
"There .are five words that have
beguiled Americans: •You can't
trust the Russians/" Lens said.
"The truth is, you can't trust any
government, especially the U.S.
government." Lens said that the
Americans believe that nuclear war
will not hal'pen because it has not
happened yet. He said that
currently six nations have nuclear
capabilities; by 1985, 48 nations
will have the capability, and by the
continued on page 5

Two hours after announcing the
end of the cease-fire because Iran
hit Iraq with its guard down, an
Iraqi military communique said
Iraqi aircraft struck hard at military
and oil targets in Iran Sunday,
Iraq claimed it destroyed two
jumbo jets on the ground at Tehran
airport, set the Tabriz oil refinery
ablaze 60 miles from the Soviet
border, burned oil storage tanks in
Deb loran and south of Tehran and
hit military and other targets elschwere.
Reporting the raids, Iran said
casualties and damage were inflicted, but claimed "most of the
attacking Iraqi MiGs were
destroyed by our forces." Tehran,
Kermanshah on the northern
battlefront, Genaveh port and
Piranshahr were also hit by the
Iraqis, Iran said.
On the ground, Baghdad said,
Iraqi tanks and troops repulsed the
Iranian counter-offensive late
Saturday and Sunday "and forced
(Iranian troops) to retreat on all
battlefronts."
In addition, lraq claimed it shot
down 13 Iranian warplanes,
destroyed or damaged 20
helicopters at Khermanshah airport
in the battle zone, sank 10 gunboats
and a vessel loaded with rockets in
the Shatt-Al-Arab and destroyed 11
Jra'nian tanks.
Iraqi warplanes struck a halfdozen targets inside Iran, from the
extreme northern city of 1abriz 60
miles from the Soviet border to the
Kharg island offshore oil refinery
120 miles south of Shatt·AI-Arab in
the Gulf.
the communique said Iraq
unleashed these attacks ''in
retaliation for Iran's violation of
the unilateral truce called by lraq at
dawn Sunday."
Baghdad admitted Iranian jets
struck at a half-dozen targets in
Iraq, mainly in the northern
oilfields where they damaged a
hospital in Kirkuk and caused
civilian injuries and damage in
Mosul and other towns.
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Polls I-Iave Reagan Ahead
l \180 prc~idential
half over, the
Pml and New York
I imcs reported Sunday that
Ronald Reagan i~ leading in
qatcl with more than enough
c!cctorul votes to give him the
election.
The Times had Rcag~tn
leading in 29 state~ with 314
electoral votes(270 arc needed to
win, of the 538 in the electoral
college); Carter leading in 12
plm the District of CohtmiJia
with 136 votes, and nine states
too dnsc to calL
The Post had Reagan ahead in
28 states with 283 votes; Carter
in front in 14 states and the
District with 151, and eight
states rated tossups.
A third survey, from
Newsweek magazine Saturday,
With

the

~arn[laign
Wa~hington

,1howcd Reagan ahead in 30
states with 321 electoral votes;
Prc1ident Carter leading in 12
and the District of ColumiJia
with 142. Eight states were too
dose to call.
Only one such survey, from
the NBC News election unit, had
no projected winner. Its check
ol' statc'i showed Reagan ahead
in 25 ~tates with 233 electoral
votes, Carter leading in 13 states
and the District with 143 votes,
and 12 states rated a toss-up.
In none of the surveys was
independent John Anderson
rcrccived as likely to win a state,
although he may yet be a factor
by cutting into Carter's vote in
such states as New York and
New Jersey, and into Reagan's
vote in some New England
states.

They May Not Smoke It in Muskogee but. ..
A Good Old Boy's Got To Make a Living.
MUSKOGEE, Okla. - Farmers
on the remote, hilly farms of
eastern
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Missouri, Tennessee and northest
Texas once raised corn to be brewed
into moonshine, Today they are
growing marijuana and torning it
into cash.
The contemporary moonshiner is
not necessarily an updated Snuffy
Smith operating a one-man still and
cussing the "revcnooers." He more
likely is a middle-aged farmer who,
weary of watching his legitimate
profits shrivel during the years, uses
his heavy equipment to cultivate
tons of marijuana and has his sons
guard the crop with shotguns.
The tempting profits, as much as
$400,000 a ton, and the independent attitude of rural people
in general make marijuana _a
booming business among farmers.

Walter ZaiJlocki of the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration
said, "We find most, especially
along
the Red
River,
in
southeastern Oklahoma, Arkansas,
East Texas, have a criminal
background like liquor violations.
A lot of them are old-timers who
were into bootlegging and
moonshining back in Prohibition.
"At $100 to $120 a pound
(wholesale), you get a hell of a lot
better price than soybeans. We're
finding
more
large-scale,
sophisticated operations all across
the country."
State and county authorities
raided two farms in mid-September
near Muskogee, the towo immortalized in a country song IJy
Merle Haggard with the line, "We
don't smoke marijuana in
Muskogee."

Our Sol Coast vacations give you the
best beaches in Mexico for mere pesos.
Spend a week at a sunny coastal resort.
Sightseeing, snorkeling and sportfishing.
Thking a siesta under shady palms. Eight days
and seven nights in wann, friendly Mexico.
All packages include welcome cocktail
and hotel accommodations. Prices are per
person, double occupancy. Airfare is extra.
LA PAZ FROM $70/

CABO SAN LUCAS FROM $150/
HYAn BAJA HOTEL nTocolRFOJ)

Once a favorite hideaway of Spanish
pirates, Cabo San Lucas is now a sportfishing
paradise. You11 also enjoy the rugged beauty
of Baja's granite cliffs and natural rock arches.
Package features a complimentary dinner or
Saturday fiesta buffet.
MANZANILLO FROM $252/
CLUB MAEYA riTOCOlRF04i

PALMIRA HOTEL!ITOC01RF02l

Beachcomb miles of unspoiled
shoreline, while spending a week at the
sparkling new Club Maeva. Package
includes full American breakfasts plus lots
of Club exclusives.
Sol Coast prices are subject to change
without notice and peak seasonal surcharges
HOTEL PELICANOS IITOCOI RF05i
may apply.
Sun on white sand beaches fringed by
For more information, call your travel
the lush foliage of a tropicaljungle. Spectacagent or Continental at 842·8220, elsewhere
ular snorkeling, sailing and fishing. Package in- in New Mexico toll free (800) 525-0280.
cludes a scenic cruise to the Village of Yelapa.

An early Spanish colonial city on the
Sea of Cortez. Browse in small shops on
quaint cobblestone streets. Or catch marlin,
sailfish, dorado, yellowtail and other big
game fish in Baja's teeming waters.
PUERTO VAUARTA FROM $119/

Cl96~.

I\169Cy Co!em1n & DorothyF•eldt.Noiable Musrc Compan)l. tnc -and Ld• EntupfjJC~.Inc

YOU SHOULD SEE US NO\Y.

The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail.

CONTINENTAL
AIRLINESG
U.S.A./Canada/Mexico/Hawaii/Micronesia/Australia/New Zealand/Fiji/Samoa/and the Orient.

Buy 2 slices of cheese pizza
get large soft drink FREE

ffi-S llam-IOpm
Sun3-10pm

But they do grow it in Muskogee.
Officers found evidence a $5
million crop had IJeen recently
harvested. Two brothers, both
lifetime area residents, were
arrested.
"Instead of planting corn this
year, it looks like they decided to
plant marijuana," assistant
Muskogee
County
Distdct
Attorney John Walton said,
"We're talking about literally tons
on tons. This was highgrade stuff, a
hybrid called sinsemilla. It would
sell on the street for $3,000 a
pound."
In Tennessee, where summer heat
burned the state's chief crops to a
crisp, authorities in September
swooped down on sev~ral rural pot
fields, confiscating $100 million in
marijuana. Lawmen said the plots
were screened IJy rows of corn or
other crops and were spotted from
the air.
"It seems to me, from what I
have been told, that of the people
involved, they are the types who
might have been involved in
producing moonshine a few years
ago," said Ron Eberhardt, special
assistant to the state's safety
commissioner.

with coupon onlyl0/6 -10!12
Wholewheat, Neopolltlan & Sicilian
Hero Sandwich $1.99
Calzone (spinach ple) SI.OO

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

$179

with coupon
Reg. $2.11
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW

1830 Lomas

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE.

l. Taeo, 1 Chalttpa
and Small7-Up

81.49

wJtll tlli!!i eoua•on
expires 10/13/80

House Gets Break
Till After Election

8 DAYS/7 NIGHB ON MEXICO'S SOL COAST.

Week Long Super Special

127 H~rv~1d SE
1/2 block
S of Cent1~l
265-4777

Introducing, new stylist
Carla Brown

HAIRformerly
WEARE
hair 101

To get you acquainted with Carla, she's offering a

(on Central across from Popejoy Hall)

WASHINGTON - Congress,
closed down until after the elections, still must face a "lame duck"
session but its record for the year is
effectively complete.
The House went home Thursday,
They will return Nov. 12 to a
docket bulging with items leaders
hope to squeeze in by the end of the
year - 10 appropriations bills, the
fiscal 1981 budget, the Alaska lands
legislation, a tax cut, a superfund
for waste cleanup and many, many
others.
But there is a suspicion on
Capitol Hill that little, if anything,
will be accomplished in the "lame
duck" session, the first postpresidential election gathering since
1948.
The historical record of the
second session of the 96th Congress
will rest largely on its first nine
months.
Although some would argue,
Senate Democratic leader Robert
Byrd says that "unlike some
election years, this has been a
productive year,''
Two landmark en~rgy measures
were passed - a $227.7 billion
windfall profits tax on unearned
profits due to deregulation and a
$20 billion synthetic fuels corporation to develop an industry
that can produce the equivalent of 2
million barrels of oil daily by the
mid-1990s.

20% discount on all haircuts during October.

-Bonus-

Hair We Are will offer at time of haircut by Carla,
20% off on all KMS hiar care products.

IE~-~

Buy one Fro-yo get one
of equal value for just lt
Expires Oct. 12, 1980
excludes toppings
with coupon

We are now open for breakfast at 7 am seven days a week

Small Breakfast
Burrito

Panda Vigil Ends,
No Cub This Time

Scrambled Egg, Potatoes,
Green Chile, rolled in a floor tor·
tilla
Served with fresh fruit

WASHINGTON
The
National Zoo has ended its round
the clock watch of Ling-Ling
because it appears the artificial1y
inseminated Chinese giant panda is
not pregnant.
Ling-Ling's male companion,
Hsing-Hsing, was unsuccessful in
his attempts to mate with her earlier
this year, so the I 0-year-old female
was artifically inseminated in May,
Earlier in the week zoologists
speculated that Ling-Ling might be
pregnant because she appeared to
be restless and paced around her
air-conditioned den.
"We made a good try and L'm
disappointed it didn't work," said
Dr. Theodore H. ~eed, the zoo's
director. "We'll try again next
year."

$115

I
I
I
I
I

!

Ham&Egg
Sandwich
with a slice of cheese on an
onion roll
Served with fresh fruit

$115

Las Vegas Style
Breakfast Special
2 scrambled eggs hash brown
potatoes to'lsf & jelly coffee or
hot tea, fresh fruit

99~

-----------------1r-------------------~------------------l
Large Sub
Buy one Sub
Buy one breakfast
get one free

I

Valid only Tuesday Od. 7
8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Coupon can be used
for other breakfast not listed

I

I
I

I
I

Combo Meal
Spice ham, cooked salami, moz•
zarella cheese, fully garnished,
(no substitutes), super french
fries,.medium drink coke, sprite,
or pibb

•

•'

a'

'

..

..

>

...

Combo meal get one
free 2pm to Spm
Valid Monday Od. 6th
Coupon good for
Sub Combo Meal
szz& Special only
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Citizen's Party Candidate Thinks
Power Will Come in Ten Years

Editorial
Iran's Respect Lost
Iran's refusal to cooperate w1th Iraq's attempted four-day truce was a
c;ootly m1stake. Bes1des the almost immediate loss of Khurramshahr, a
maJOr oil port, Iran has assuredly lost what little respect it had as a nation in
tho eyes of the world.
Iran's revolutionary government has been a monumental thorn in the
sirle of noarly nvery nation in the world since it came to power. It Is not
in~cmsistent, therefore, that Tehran would continue to wage a war that
even its foes are prepared to bring to an end.
~rom Iran's reaction to Iraq's cease fire, we can derive little hope for an
early f.nd to the Persian Gulf war. It is proof positive that Iran is truly
committed to fighting to its last breath and that negotiations for peace will
be difficult to arrange, if possible at all.
That being the case, we must wonder now what other countries may
have to lose or gain by entering the war either directly or indirectly.
Western countries and Japan are obviously threatened by the possible
loss of oil supplies for long periods of time, even though the cut-offs may
not bn permanent. But it may b!l just as great a problem for them
diplomatically if they choose to involve themselves in the war. The same
could ba said for the Soviet Union.
The potential for loss by other Middle Eastern countries is 11qually great,
especially if an escalated war results in the destruction of their petroleum
production and refining facilities. The world market notwithstanding,
unlr.ss the oil can be produced and shipped, they cannot survive
economically. For those nations, too, diplomatic relations could become
stra1ned or broken should they actively participate in the war.
All that Gould possibly be gained by other nations would be a brief
respite from the war. Iran is not at war for political reasons - it is fighting a
religious war, and no religious war is too expensive to sustain, even if it
brings a nation to its knees.
Even if Iran is forced to lay down its arms, the religious fervor of its
government can only ensure that they are taken up once again at the first
opportunity.

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters

Director Asks Support for Poetry
Editor:
I am writing to ask for your reader~>' vocal support of
the present, ongoing attempt by the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Reading Series to gain budget funding through
ASUNM channels. The Reading Series, begun in the
mid-1960's, has earned great respect among con·
temporary writers as one of the country's outstanding
university reading programs. Each year the UNM
Series brings to campus 10-15 poets and fiction
writers of international, national, and regional
reputation. For students and citizens preoccupied with
writing as an art form the Series offers an adjunct to
the learning process found nowhere else on a comparable basis in the Albuquerque community.
Last spring Series committee members - all of
whom are volunteers, working with no remuneration,
although Invariably poets and writers themselves requested $3200 from ASUNM for the 1980-81
academic year. The request was placed on the general
ASUNM election ballot and was defeated by vote of
the undergraduate student body. The committee then
began the process of petitioning the ASUNM Finance
Committee for 75 percent of the original budget
request - or $2400. On Monday, Sept. 30, to quote
my associate Jon Gill Bentley, who attended the
Finance Committee meeting and provided me with his·
observations: "Dissenting members of the Finance
Committee argued that student rejection of the
original funding request should frame any consideration the Committee might make. Two members
voted against the bill, one for it, and one member
abstained."
The members of the Reading Series Committee myself, Bentley, Pamela Blair, and Christine Leche remain determined to exhaust every available channel
in order to save the Series from extinction. We ask,
therefore, that Lobo readers join us in this effort by
vocalizing their concern: 11 directly to ASUNM
student senators, either individually or an an
aggregate or in both forms; and 2) by using the media
both within and outside the University of New Mexico
in any way Lobo readers believe may be effective in
helping the Series obtain the funding necessary to
continue. We also ask that Lobo readers aid us in
increasing the attendance at the few readings already
scheduled this month and in November. We are now
operating entirely on some $600 awarded to us last.
summer by the Graduate Student Association, and in·

order to invite at least two, maybe three writers to
read here before Thanksgiving we have reduced our
advertising budget to near zero so that the bulk of this
money may be devoted to honorariums.
In closing, I wish to quote Jon Bentley again, whose
words I hearty echo:
"Honorariums for the ten to fifteen poets of national
and international reputation brought to UN M each
year averagfl about $400, a nominal amount considering the costs of other such activities and
speakers. Is poetry so misunderstood, unappreciated,
hated, or feared that the undergraduates of UNM
cannot 'find' enough money to keep this important
and traditionally student-funded series going? What
will happen if it is decided (or undecided) by the
students that similar efforts in music, drama, and art
are irrelevant, unappreciated, unnecessary, and
expendable?"
Floyce Alexander
Director, ASUNM·GSA Poetry Reading Series

Group Has No Home
The Alumni Association has recently been awarded
money for the restoration of Hodgin Hall, the original
university building. Now, while this is an excellent
move to preserve one of Albuquerque's historic
landmarks, the present inhabitants are being told to
leave. To where, they do not know.
The Geography Department has existed, since
1969, as a quiet, almost forgotten part of the
university. It seemed almost fitting that they should be
placed in such a venerable building. But now, this
small, closely knit group of students and faculty are
told to move out of their present home (by February)
with no real plans for their future. Space for drafting
tables, remote sensing apparatus, and map storage,
not to mention faculty and graduate offices need to be
provided.
Hodgin Hall must be vacated for the restoration
work to begin, this is already understood, what is also
needed is to keep the Geography Department alive,
intact, and in a reasonable home.
William B. Tefft
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UNM Grad Publishes
Microelectronics Text
Mare L. Menls
An associate professor in electrical and computer engineering at
UNM is the author of a recently
published text on microelectronics.
Roy A. Colclaser, who earned his
doctorate in electrical engineering
at UNM in 1970, is the author of
August by John Wiley and Sons.
He said the 333-page book ad·
dresses the next major step in
microelectronics, that step being
the design and production of very
large-scale intergrated circuits.
At present, a single quarter-inch
square silicon chip can accommodate 100,000 devices in a
single circuit, Colclaser said. With
the advent of very large-scale intergration (VLSI), he said he expects silicon chips of the same size
to one day operate with one million
devices in a single circuit,
representing an electronic s)'stem
"equivalent in complexity to the
main computer on campus."
He said he would use his text in a
new graduate course called "Very
Large-Scale Integration Design,"
(EECES20),
Colclaser, director of the solid·
state instructional lab - the lab is
recognized as a leader in the field of
solid-state instruction in the U.S.,
particularly at the undergraduate
level - said the book would be
helpful
to
seniors, graduate
students and professionals in
microelectronics.
He said two companies making
the devices that go into computers
have already broken ground Cor

4

new plants in Albuquerque.
In the next five years, the two
companies (Intel Corp. of Santa
Clara, Calif., and Signetics, a
subsidiary of the U.S. Phillips
Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif.) expect
to employ 8,500 persons between
them, Colclaser said. "The
semiconductor industry represents
1a significant employment opportunity for the graduate in our
department even without the two
companies
moving
into
Albuquerque."
Colclaser said copies of his book,
which sells for $24.95, are not yet
available at the UNM Bookstore
but may be purchased at Hohnan;s
Inc., on Wyoming N.E.

Mid-term coping sc:S$ion on Monday Oct. 6 111 the
Womcn•s Cc:rlter, IB24 Las lotnas NE from 7 to 9
p.m.

Arts M•niMemtrtl Group-... rot p~:ople in the! business
or fine arts, there will be a meeting on Monday, Oct.
6 at ~:30 p.m. in room D-4l4 of the: F.A.C. Fotmore
il1fonnatlon. t!atl Paula or Andrea at 277--4332.
Ahih• Phi om.~;c• - UNM's only co--ed service
fralcrrttty, will -httve an organizational meeting
Monday, Od. 6 at 7:30p.m. in room 2li·E In the

sun.

NMPiRG Board Meelln~e- wilt be Mernday, Oct. 6
at-5 p.m.ln Mesa Vista Hall. All are welcome.

Rtlurnlna Studelil!l Auodallon Work!!ihOI' -,·Sc..vlces, Support Organitations and Activlties 11'
and how 10 get the most om of school wlll be
1'ucsd:ty1 Ocl. 1 ftom noon tO 2 p.m. in the R.SA
Lounge, 2nd noor of the SUB.
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"Sounds of the 70's"
a salute to the 10 Year Reunion
featuring
Mitch Eisen and his Disc Magicians
"The Visitors"

:

Noon on the Smith Plaza Mall

Roy A. Colclaser
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Microelectronics: Processing and
Device Design, published last

Deadline for LIP S~RV1CE Is noon the day betore
the armounccment is to run.
th~ •·•11 Film Strlo ...... will be showing the following
movies with ~dmb!i!On 0( Sl,$0 for .!ltildCnts, r11c~lty
a:ndstaff 1 52 far gcli.cral admisslom
Monday Oct. 5 Bl 1 and 9:15 p.m. On lhe
Waterrroni 1 Starring Marlon Branda and Karl
Malden. litis mdvie wrm ti(!.ht Academy Awards. It's
a -hard-hitting drama of erh:rtc and corruption on the
Walt!rfront.
·
Tuesday~ Oct. 1. a[ 7 a.nd 9 p.m. Mlanum For«,
starring Clint Eastwood who Is pursuing a rnad killer
that Is systematically murdering tnobstets and vicious
crlmhtals.
Nollonilly txhlbU•d orthi-Ken1 Kirby, will give an
Ulustratcd ptibilc talk on hh: work at 8 p.ni. in room
2018 PACon Monday, Ocl. 6.
AdliU Rt-tntrt StUdtnts- worried about mld·icrms7

SohUrtHin
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...................................
: Home COMING EVENTS :

Sidney Lens

I~

The op,tlwm elpre\\ed on tl1c editdnal pagcs-tlf the
lobo .are thlHt '-'r the author ~olely. t:MlEiiCd
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continued from page 1
will
be~ome
the electoral United States has the capability to
year 2000, all the underdeveloped "spokespcn,on" for movements. kiii4H billion people."
nations will be able to produce Lcm believes that the Cititcns
1 cn.s said !hat in the i9RO's then.•
30,000 nuclear warheads, what it Party will Cllmc to politkal power
will he nudcar tc1 robn1, that
took the U.S. 34 years to stockpile.
in about one decade.
terroists will have the capability to
"We are moving into a second
!.ens said that the Citilens Party usc nudear bombs instead Ill' TNT.
nuclear age," Lens said, "Where also believes in phasing out nuclear
"Knowledge of how to make an
the first nuclear age looked like energy and "phasing in" solar
atom
bomb b been min!,\ univcr~al,"
lighter days with little fear. What energy. "We arc creating 500
he said.
will happen when there is another pounds of plutonium from each
!ran-Iraq confrontration in 20 nuclear power plant," Lens said
Lens was a founding editor of
years?"
"which is capable of leaving a traii Progr!!ssi1•e magazine, which once
Lens said that the American or cancer for 13,000 generations." published inslrueti<lns on how tn
people have experienced three ages The Party also believes in
make a mtdear bomb. "I believe
or traumatic change, the American "decentralized economic planning; that the American people have a
Revolution in 1776, the Civil War, a government obligation to provide right to know what their money is
and the Great Depression. The jobs for anyone who wants them· being spent on," Lens said.
period of the 1980's is going to be a social control of major cor:
''If the Citizens Party was in
period that demands change, a porations, and in some cases, social political power," Lens said, "we
traumatic change for the American ownership of key industries which would never let there be an Iran
people.
hobble the economy such as banks
crisis. We don't believe that the
"We are not going to win this railroads, and petroleum."
' United States should be a
election," Lens said, "We are
policeman of the world. We think
running a long-term election." He
"We are headed toward a nuclear that the social organization needs to
sa,id that first the Citizens Party wHI holocaust in this generation. The be changed,''
introduce the issues to the reason is obvious, technology has
Lens left New Mexico Sunday
American people, Then the Party outrun itself," Lens said. "The afternoon after a press conference.
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But..• your state representative, Felix Nunez,
voted to raise your tuition more than 20°/o!

Do you agree?
The state doesn't need more of your money!

!'af~l'

6, New M<•xtm D;uly I oho,

Oct"h~t

6, I9XO

Nutritional Assessment to Show
Eating Habits of lTNM Students

holden on ...
b4 ncho.rd holden

Hncrgy Comurncrs of New Mexico, Inc. (ECONMJ) ha~ just
completed u. ''State Office of Consumer Affair.~ Study."
The \t.utly undertakes a determination of consumer issues, the
problem~ in New Mcxko and why thme problems arc arising as seen
by community consumer groups in New Mexico. The study covers
concern~ in inwranrc, used car sale~, rental contracts, banking,
utility rate~. \olur equipment, and many other issues.
or the 17 dhtinct issues set out in this study, 12, were identified as
nol being understood by 75 percent of the constituent comumcrs;
the rcmuinin~ J'ivc bsues were not understood by 70 percent of the
<'<)ltsurncrs represented.
'lh(~ sludv also found that inadequate communication exists,
primarily between con~umer> and slate agencies. Of the consumer
rt•prt•>enlativt'\ polled, only 24 percent represented consumers before
ar.<'lll'il-> ;md only 21 percent represent comumers before the
kgi>laturc.
.lu~t l<l give you an idea of the level of awareness in New Mcxic~,
t·omur1wr mganinttimt> polled >aid thai over 90 percent of thetr
clientele did not undcr\tand:
dillcrcnL'e> among policy terms in life insurance;
the co\l of credit or how to select appropriate credit
arrt:tngcmcnt~;

information ontoxk .substances;
thl'ir rights when they subcontract for home repair.
<lvcr 70 percent uid not know how to shop for savings or checking
it•·.:nunt' und nearly 80 percent did not understand the rights and
l'Ollt ract term> of buying, >CIIing or renting a home.
There i' little doubt that a State Consumers Office would help
addrc>' wmc of lhc>c needs. From "Consumer Protection in New
Mexico" hy David Hamilton, we find "the consumer interest of all
N~w Me.xkans would probably he better protected with some kind of
l'Othunwr rcprc~cntation at the state government level." At present,
l h<'rc ar~ ;orne 23 state'> with consumer affairs offices and, in a state
that combtcntly ranks in the bottom ten in per capita income, a state
comumcr's ofl1cc would be a definite plus to New Mexico consumers.
There should be a qualifying point, however. Such an office
would need to be funded adequately, be independent of other
a~encies, and would need to be removed from legislative purse.. trings, Jest a consumer affairs office fall short of its namesake.

Graduates:

seeing

•

continued from page 1
which will indicate a person's
dietary habits and the factors which
arc involved in those habits. This,
in turn, will point out what causes a
pcr!ion'!i body fat.
One part of the qucstionaire
deal~ with personal information,
and the second half involves
keeping a record of what food is
ingested over a three-day period.
Some of the information
requested on the first part includes
the student's ethnic group, income,
occupation, where and with whom
he lives, his health history and
exercise or physical activity
schedule,
In keeping a record of food
ingested, the student must write
down every single morsel of food
eaten in those three days,
Hill suggested students should
carry the record with them
everywhere, so as "not to forget to
write down the candy bar eaten
bet ween classes.''
He said a major factor affecting
how and what a student eats is
living away from home for the first
time.
"These kids have to make food
choices on their own now. They
don't have Mom to cook and
prepare their meals, anymore," he
said.
Income is another factor deciding
what and where students eat, Hill
said, in that it affects what they can

afford to buy.
Perhaps one disturbing element
which Hill said was not widely
publicized is that the use of oral
contraceptives is connected with
nutrient deficiency in the blood.
Whether the student uses oral
contraceptives is included on the
questionnaire in the health
background section.
He explained that a woman using
oral contraceptives will experience a
lower level of some nutrients in her
blood than a woman not taking
them, however, he said he would
not be able to say precisely which
nutrients were lacking since the
survey does not involve taking
blood samples.
Hill offered some useful tidbits
for dieters.
Because a pound of body fat is
equal to 3,500 calories, a person
must burn or eliminate 500 calories
a day in order to lose that pound in
one week.
In any case, the reducing should
be done by exercise and consuming
a balanced diet deficient in calories,
Hill said. "Skipping breakfast or
starvation diets arc not recommended," Hill said.
He said the Atkins and Stillman
diets are considered imbalanced
because both men suggest consuming high proteins and no
carbohydrates.
"People think spaghetti and
potatoes are fattening, but it

Believing.

The future
isn't so far away...

It's happening at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory...

At Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory,
we can see the future.
Not through crystal
balls, but through the
programs we are
work!ng on every day.

We're looking for people with creative
minds. People who can take the initiative,
who can assume responsibility on
several projects, and who don't want to
perform the same job year after year.
We encourage our people to expand and
explore their own interests. You can
literally shape your own career! our work
environment is informal, enjoyable, and
most conducive to exceptional advances
and progress.

we continue to be the
Innovators in areas of laser
and magnetic fusion, in
defense, physics, bio·
medical and environmental
research. Much of our
work Is devoted to the
development of pollutionfree energy.
There's a certain excitement at LLNL that comes
from the revolutionary
in-roads which are being
developed as a result of
our R&D ingenuity.
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If you're graduating with a basic or
advanced degree in the physical
sciences, engineering, math or a
computational discipline, we
would like to meet with you. Our
representatives will be on campus.
Ask your Placement Office for details,
or contact us for more information by
forwarding your resume to:
Employment Division, LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY,
P.O. Box 808, Dept. JCR,
Livermore, CA 94550.

As for our technology,
it goes beyond state-ofthe•art. We house one of
the largest computer
complexes in the world,
and our research faCilities
are unparalleled.

u.s. Citizenship Required.
An Equal OpportunitY

depends on the amount you eat,"
he said,
A nutritional assessment study
was conducted by Hill last semester
with the participation of about 99
persons. He said he would like to
have about 2,00-250 students this
semester and keep the study an
"ongoing thing" on campus.
Hill stressed the racial mix and
age distribution at UNM as factors
which may affect eating behavior.
"l'd like to get a representative
number of Anglo, Hispanic, black
and Indian students on campus
participating," he said.
He said there was something to
look at in the age difference of
students on campus, which ranges
from late teens to late 30's, Hill said
he thought the average age for
students at UNM is 2,5,
The data computed from the
study may be used to compare with
that from other schools where
similar studies are conducted.
Hill said he would like students
to participate in the study because
he thinks it will be an interesting
one.
Both the questionnaire and signup Jist for measurements will be in
Hill's office, Room 107 in the
College of Education building.
Green arrows in the College of
Education building will direct
students to the room in the home
economics building where the
measuring will take place.
Students who want to know more
about the study or have other
questions are urged to call Hill's
office, 277-2131.

Southwest Poet
Donates to UNM
Southwestern poet Peggy Pond
Church has given some of her
manuscripts, correspondence and
other material to the special
collections department of the UNM
General Library.
Mrs. Church, who lives in Santa
Fe, is the author of The House at
Otowi Bridge, Familiar Journey,
Ultimatum For Man, The Ripened
Fields, and Foretaste.
Bill Tydeman, acting director of
the UNM special collections
department, said, "From our
perspective, this is an important
addition to our literary collection
on Southwestern authors.''
He said it supplemented an
earlier gift of the working drafts of
some of her earlier poetry.
Tydeman said the most recent
gift consists of her working
manuscript for Tire House at Otowi
Bridge and copies of the
publications in which the poetry
appeared. It also includes some of
her correspondence with Southwestern writers Spud Johnson,
Witter Bynner and Erna Fergusson
and nuclear scientist Robert
Oppenheimer.
Also included is material written
by Edith Warner, the subject of
The House at Otowi Bridge.

Employer, M/FIH!V.

Students Get Help
To Stop Smoking

Above all, you'll find the
experience to be gained
at LLNL will prove
invaluable in tomorroW's
world of technology,

...where innovation is based on your creativity.
University of California

on campus:
Thurs. oct. 9th 111• Lawrence Livermore
~ National Laboratory

A Stop Smoking Workshop will
be offered to UNM students this
semester by the Student Health
Cet1lcr.
The worshop is scheduled to
begin Oct. 13 and continue through
Nov. 17. It will meet Mondays and
Wednesdays from 4 p.m. t.o 5 p.m.
There is a $10 fee, $5 of which is
refundable if the student attends
the workshop for the full six weeks,
whether or not he succeeds in
quitting his cigarette smoking
habit.
Carol Mangold, R.N., said
behavior analysis, substitution
techniques and group support are
the methods used to help members
stop smoking.

dJ,y r(?fta ~~''" '/ r(}lrlii'N
and.11rm,y 1lla:pu·~

The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug information to the
community of the University of New Mexico. Drug information is
often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing. Also,
no Ills and Pills article should be used as a sole guide to self treatment or dmg use.
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ln 192,9, Fleming isolated a form of penicillin from a mold called
Penicillium notatum. Early preparations of penicillins consisted of
one liter Penicillium mold broths. To say the least, most patients
were less than overjoyed at consuming thos-: ghastly looking
·preparations.
Due to problems of preparation, purification and production,
penicillins were not available for widespread clinical use until 1949.
The penicillins were the first antibiotics used clinically.
There are many different types of penicillins, all modifications of
the same basic chemical structure. Examples of penicillins commonly prescribed today are penicillin G Potassium (Pentids),
penicillin V Potassium (Pen-Vee K, Penapar VK, V-Cillin K),
methacillin Sodium (Azapen), dicloxacillin Sodium (Dynapen),
ampicillin (Omnipen-N, Amciii-S), amoxicillin {Amoxil) and carbenicillin disodium (Geopen). This list is far from complete.
The penicillins arc drugs of choice forthe treatment of most gram
positive bacterial infections. They also have anti-microbial activity
toward a small number of gram negative bacterial strains. Gram
positive and gram negative are terms used to classify bacteria.
The penicillins act by impairing bacterial cell wall synthesis in
actively growing bacteria. There have been no studies that indicate
that penicillins have anti-bacterial activity on mature, non-growing
bacteria. Also, there are no studies that indicate that penicillins have
any effect on viral infections such as those associated with the
common cold.
The penicillins rarely produce severe side effects. Upon oral
ingestion, penicillins can produce nausea and a queasiness in the
stomach, This side effect is fairly common and is normally not an
indication of a hazardous side effect. If such a phenomenon occurs,
it is suggested that a full glass of water be taken with the penicillin
dose. This procedure should alleviate such discomforting side effects. If the nausea and stomach queasiness alter medication
compliance, the patient should contact his physician immediately.
Metaphorically speaking, the lower gastrointestinal tract (small
intestine and large intestine) is a virtual jungle of microorganisms.
These bacteria are commonly referred to as natural body flora.
Penicillins have the potential to destroy and alter natural. body flora.
When penicillins alter these flora a severe diarrhea can result. lf such
a problem arises the patient should contact his physician to discuss
whether the diarrhea is severe enough to merit discontinuation of the
penicillin therapy.
It is estimated that 0. 7 to 10 percent of a given population is
allergic to penicillin. If a patient has experienced any untoward side
effect from penicillin use, such information should always be
conveyed to the physician. The physician has many methods that are
commonly used to determine if the side effect was allergy related. If
a patient is allergic to the penicillins or has a history of allergy, the
patient should always inform the proper health care authorities
before any drugs are prescribed. Some medical practioners advocate
identification bracelets or necklaces for all patients that are allergic
to specific drugs or have a history of allergy problems. These
identification bracelets can be readily acquired at most local
pharmacies.
Allergic reactions associated with the penicillins are skin rash,
contact dermatitis, oral lesions, fever, serum sickness, blood abnormalites and kidney disease. The majority of these adverse
reactions are quite rare.
The most hazardous reaction known to occur with penicillin use is
anaphylaxis. Anaphylaxis is a life threatening allergic reaction .that
results in airway obstruction, low blood pressure (shock), h1ves,
itching, heart function irregularities ~d increased. intestinal
motility, Anaphylaxis usually develops qmckly (5 to 30 ~mutes after
exposure to the drug) and may or may not present With all of the
symptoms listed above. Most an~phyla~tic drug re~ctions are e.ffectively treated with doses of epmephrme. Approximately one m
forty-thousand patients will experience an anaphylactic reaction to
penicillin. Goodman and Gilman, editors of The Pharmacologic
Basis of Therapeutics, estimate that there are approximately 300
deaths a year due to penicillin induced allergic anaphylaxis. All
penicillin induced anaphylactic reactions are due to an allergic
response, however, . all patient.s allergic to penicillin. ~i~ not
necessarilly experience anaphylaxis upon exposure to a pemclllin.
Oral penicillins should preferably be taken with a full glass. of
water (240 milliliters) on an empty stomach one hour before or two
hours after meals to obtain optimal blood levels. The full course of
therapy should always be completed.
Completion of the full course is especially important .in one
particular type of "strep throat" infection, the group A beta·
hemolytic Streptococcal bacterial infections. Failure to complete
therapy here could lead to a relapse of the infection and possibly
acute rheumatic fever.
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This group, calling itself the "Christ Family," does not believe in sex or killing. They consider them·
selves to be citizen's of the New Jerusa/eum and said they do not believe in materialism, although
they accept monetary donations. They also said they do not believe In graven images, such as
photographs. They said their white garb symbolizes inner purity. (Photo by Robert Sanchez)

1GMAT
LSAT • MCAT • liiiE
GRE PSYCH • GIIE 110

GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

.....

NAT'l MED BDS

ECFMG • FLEX • VQE

NDB • HPB I • NLE

·~-H.
EtUO::ATIONAL O::ENTEil '
Tnt Prtparatian SPeclafists
Since 193!1

127 Jefferson NE

BALLROOM DANCING
International Style
Group lessons covering Imperial Sudety Amateur medal
test req uirments and prepa ra lion lor proles& ion a I exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who ilfe alreildy
teaching., We have maintained il
•
100% pass record lor20years.
~·

For Additional lnlorm.Jtion Ca11265.4890

,i&

265·252~

2216 Central SE
265-5986

3 egg omelette

Breakfast served
7am to 11am
Seven days a week
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Position 1
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Franees Manning
Position A
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Maureen Fresquez
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Susan Krueger
Position E

Tsenre Pompeo
Position G

Polling Plaees
La Posada
Student Union
West of Mitehell Hall
Ro•••a &. Yale Bus Stop

Viky Marquez
Position H

Suzanne Clark
Position I

Miody Sehwab
PositionJ
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9th Annual International Balloon Fiesta Begins
Ken ('lurk
Editor
With hundred> of' wlorful
balloons and thouwnds or
delip,htcd spct:tators, the Ninth
Annual
International
Balloon
hesta hcg,an this weekend all over
Albuquerque,

Mass ascensions Saturday and
Sunday opened the fiesta as in
previous years, but with better
coordinated lift-offs and fewer
stragglers,
Pilots and chase crews gather
each morning at Simms Field for a
briefing on the day's schedule and
weather conditions. By the time the

briefing is completed, several
thousand onlookers mill about the
field drinking hot coffee with their
breakfast burritos, checking the
settings on their cameras and
growing eager for the ascension.
This weekend the U.S. Navy
precision
skydiving
team,
nicknamed
the
"Leapfrogs,"

Get facts
on the law
school
admission
process.

performed aerial acrobatics before
landing in a roped-off area of the
launch site before the balloons
inflated.
What had appeared an orderly
program then degenerated into
what may be called organized chaos
as the first wave of balloons were
inflated. Burners roared, balloons
and spectators bumped into each
other and eyes turned skyward as
the first hot air balloons took off
and qu,ickly filled the sky with their
many colors.
Passing over town, balloonists
are greeted by people rushing
outside or taking a break in their
daily routine to wave and and offer

cups of coffee to the pilots and their
passengers.
Once the balloons are airborne,
the chase crews' work begins as
they scatter about Albuquerque
trying to keep an eye on their
balloons so they can assist with the
landing - no small task With up to
300 balloons in the sky. Once
found, the balloons are loaded, the
beer and champagne unloaded and
first-flight ceremonies and slightly
exaggerated stories of the mornings
events exchanged.
Then it is back to the launch site
for refueling and any minor repairs
in preparation for the next day's
flight,

Twelvn law school representatives
part1c1pate 1n a panel
cJ1scuss1on of curnculum,
admiSSIOn!>. and placement.

Check
out
these law
schools.
An open discussion allows you
to talk to the law school
recruiters and p1ck up
application forms and literature
on the1r schools
California Western
School of La\V
Golden Gate University
School of Law
Gonzaga University
Law School
The Lewis & Clark
Law School
McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific
Pepperdine University
School of Law
Southwestern University
School of Law
University of Puget Sound
School of Law
University of San Diego
School of Law
University of San Francisco
School of Law
Whittier College
School of Law
Willamette University
College of Law

•

Pin Sales, KOB Radio
Sole Backers of Balloon
a bank note.
"We (Curry and other pilots) are
Presently, the sale of 9000 not gaining financially from the
balloon pins bought last August balloon." he said. "It is just one of
and a banner advertising KOB-AM the nice things that a couple of
radio attached to one side of the alumni and I are doing for the
balloon are the sole financial University. The Lobo balloon is our
backing for the $12,000 Lobo way of contributing to the badly
needed public relations of the
balloon.
Ron Sack, station manager for college."
KOB-AM, said that since the
Currently, the Trail Blazers, the
radio station is the voice of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority and various
Lobos, it is only right to support alumni are selling balloon pins.
the balloon and its cause.
Curry said this is an opportunity
When the balloon was purchased for organizations to make money
last AUgUst, KOB-AM (the radio for themselves as well as for the ·
station which does all the broad- balloon. For each pin sold Curry
casting for UNM) bought $1500 to said the organization makes a 33
$2000 worth of balloon pins to help percent profit.
reduce the $12,000 bank note and a
"We are asking for help,'' he
$600 banner to fly on the balloon. said. "If students can give it, that's
Today, the radio station pays great, but we don't want to lay
between $2000 and $2500 to rent some guilt trip on the students."
space on the balloon. In addition,
Curry added that in the event the
KOB-AM pays the balloon's entry balloon is paid for by January, he
fee in the annual balloon fiesta.
and the other pilots will continue
Ron Curry, one of the pilots who maintaining ownership of the
helps maintain the balloon, said balloon at no extra cost to the
that displaying a KOB banner on University. If they lose it, Curry
the balloon does not mean the gives several options: (1) That they
balloon will become a flying pay for it themselves - none of
billboard for various advertisers. them wants another balloon,
He said selling space to other however; (2) Sell the balloon to
businesses is out of the question sorne commercial venture - an
and that the Lobo balloon is by no idea Curry said he is completely
means going to be turned into a against, or (3), Strip it down and
commercial venture in order to pay sell it as a basic balloon.
Beti Martinez

DATE

MONDAY. OCTOBER 6. 1980

TIME _l_:o_o_-_3_:3_0_P_.M_._ _ _ __
PLACE

SOUTH BALLROOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
STUDENT CAREER SERVICES
Mesa Vista South, Rm. 2131
University of New Mexico

Open to all students and
alumni of colleges and
umvers1t1es 1n thiS area,

Hot air balloons dwarf crews and spectators prior to lift·off (top). Navy precision parachutists per·
form a mid·air shoulder stand (above leftl before separating to land (above right). The UNM Lobo
balloon joins the crowded skies (lower left)- The Lobo balloon awaits passengers for its flight
(facing page). (Photos by Ken Cl~rk)
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Arts
rl.,ruman Brought Back
I lw ·.pun nl I Ian J Truman will
• nll•.,•u l. -.;!1.1'•, h<•rm•,·nmin!' <h
~,,.,u, \1d arlhv will perlmrn I he
n.lltllttallv an:Iaiut<:d Utw 'h'm//e/1
Jlurrr in l'il!WIDY llall ;rt 7 p.m.,
I ttda:., OrL 10.
J\nin Md mthy ha' dnnc many
lltl'alli,·al wurk; involving politicul
,·,rrltov~r·.ie> and rv~nt;. In 1976,
he opened the bin•nt<•nial year with
/1!'1/ .\fun I IJ76, <,ore Vidal •, ;tory
ol a recent l'rc,idcnlial co!WCillion.
A lcvv vc<us calicr, the actor had
ht·rnrnc int'amou; to many
audience; a Iter he portrayed a
Jo,cph Mc:C'arthy like bureaucrat
111

Advrse & ('omen/.

Mc·( 'urthy won the Obie
I>istingui,hcd Acting Award in
197~ rm work he wa~ doing at New
York\ Circle Repertory. Besides
per Iorminv. in many Broadway
plavs anr.J other theatrical endeavor; around the country, he has
appc;tred in films -~ one of the
most nota hie being the first version
of Tire lnvasion of the Body
Snatcher.\'
and on television,
rwrn adverti5cments La guest.
appearances on prime time shows.
0

-

Of McCarthy's performance in
Give 'f.'m Hell Harry, Gene Shalit
of NBC Television said, "Get out
and get to 'Give 'Em Hell Harry,'
two unforgettable hours of Harry
S. Truman giving hell to
everybody . . . blistering,
courageous, and funny!"
Gi1•e 'Em Hell Harry, is based on
the life and times of President
Harry S. Truman. It was written by
playwright Sam Gallu, who spent
'cvcml years a ftcr World War ll

Brass Group
To Perform

doin)! ~atirh:al, political cabaret
broadca'l' J'<n the Voice of
Amcrka.
Cjallu had always been f'a;cinated
by Truman, the ordinary, common
sense, plain human who suc.;c;,fully met the challenge of the
Presidency of the United States. He
abo hrought great dignity to the
oJTicc, not only by his personal
respect for it but also by his
complete Jack of fear of saying
what he fell needed to be said.
One of the more famous Truman
quotations is, "If you keep your
mouth shut about things that are
important, the Democratic system
can't work!" Truman was never
apprehensive
about
offending
someone by speaking the truth; he
said he wouldn't be able to Jive with
himself if he didn't tell the truth.
Playwright Gallu saw in
America, in the last part of the 70's,
a tremendous feeling of distrust
towards the government and its
<~dministrators. He wanted to help
turn this problem around and fdt
that a political commentator who
spoke honestly as he "shot from the
lip" would be perfect. There were
really only a few politicians in the
history of this country who would
tit the bill. Truman was the best.
Truman had to be brought back.
Gallu did just that, After doing
extensive research at the Truman
Library in Independence, Mo., and
interviewing Truman's daughter,
Margaret Truman Daniels, the
President's sister, Mary Jane
Truman, and many of his old
friends, Give 'Em Hell Harry came
forth.

Local Studios Have Many Options
Daniel Gibson

The New Mexico Brass Quintet
of UNM, which toured eastern
Europe last summer winning high
critical acclaim, will present a
concert Thursday, Oct. 9, at 8:15
p.m. in Keller Hall at the UNM
Fine Arts Center.
The group will present a highly
varied program for its first Keller
Hall appearance this season. The
repertoire will span a set of 16th
Century dances to a work recently
completed on commission for the
group. Two popular Baroque
works transcribed for brass,
Handel's Water Music Suite, and
the Frescobaldi Toccata, are included in the program. Two
contemporary works, written for
the quintet include Quintet for
and
ConBrass . . . Contrast
tradiction, by Raymond Luedeke
and Catenu/ae and Commentation,
by Wesley Tower.

Kevin McCarthy as he plays Harry S. Truman in "Give 'Em Hell
Harry."
So in this time of political fervor"
over the 1980 Presidential election,
such a performance is particularly
apropos. As contemporary journalists and writers continue to delve
into the personalities, rhetoric and

policies of this year's candidates
and as this year's candidates are
fiercely campaigning, Give 'Em
Hell Harry is a different and
refreshing look at politics in
America.

The New Mexico Brass Quintet is
comprised of three UNM music
faculty members - Jeffrey Piper
on trumpet, Herbert Winslow
playing Horn, and Karl Hin·
terbichler on trombone - and two
graduate teaching assistants Catherine Leach on trumpet and
David Porter on tuba.
The Thursday night performance
is part of the Keller Hall Series'
ninth season, and tickets are $2
general admission, $1 for faculty,
staff and senior citizens and 50
cents for UNM students with
I. D.'s. Tickets are available at the
Fine Arts Box Office in the UNM
Fine Arts Center.

Local recording studios are
sprouting up in Albuquerque like
tumbleweeds under a hot August
SUI!.

There are now recording studios
to fit everyone's needs - from 24track, professional service, to low
budget, 2-track facilities. To aid
budding musicians and groups in
their search for the right recording
facilities, The Lobo has compiled
the following guide to the area's
studios.
John Wagner Studios: 202
Wisconsin
NE
(265-3441).
Wagner's studio offers the premiere
facility for quality recording within
the city. "We offer a very wide
scope of things we can do," says
owner Wagner, "We're the only
studio with 16 and 24-track
recording. If you want to compete
with the music industry studios,
we're the only one locally that can
do it."
Wagner features two complete
studios, mixing facilities, isolation
for recording single players and a
sliding .rate scale. Recording costs
using the 2-track system run $30 per
hour, plus materials; 8 and 16-track
recording costs between $40 and
$65 per hour, plus materials; and
the 24-track system costs $80 per
hour, plus materials.
The Sound Studio: 2500 Garfield
SE l265-5689). The Sound Studio
recently remodeled its facilities,
expanding from 300 square feet to
1300. "With the clarity of voice we
can give from single voice to full
orchestral recording, we're giving
Albuquerque
the
L.A./Dallas
quality without leaving home,"
owner Bob Knight says,

Engineer Bruce Sanchez relates
that "we can make masters here.
We then send them out to Phoenix
to be cut. We're using a brand new
mixing console, with 8, 4, 2 and !track capabilities. We pride ourselves on our work. We have a
viewing area at the front of the
control room into the studio, and
are planning an isolation booth.''
Prices vary from one hour
sessions to rates for "block'time"
(four hours or more). Costs are $35
for the first hour and $25 per hour
thereafter .
Westwind Sound Inc.: 119 Altez
NE (296-5578). "We make quite a
few demo tapes here, especially for
country western musicians, but it
doesn't matter to us who comes
in," owner J.C. West says.
Westwind has been in business
for three-and-a-half years and has
8-track capability. For making
masters and mixing the charge is
$20 per hour, plus materials.
They also make cassette, reel to
reel, and S-track reproductions and
transfers. This service costs $10 per
hour.
A novel feature of Westwind is
their publishing business. They are
registered with ASCAP and BMI.
West says, "We're happy to help in
any way we can in publishing
someone's material."
Mixed Media Production: 12204
Palm Springs Ct. NE (298-9600).
This studio is taking to heart its
motto, "Keep on Tracking," with
several major ongoing album
projects. A radio drama series for
Enchantment Productions is also
being produced by the studio in
addition to its continued interest in
cutting demo tapes and its commercial and jingle work.

''The two biggest projects l have
going on now are albums for Arlen
Asher/Bob Brown, and Phil
Lenk," owner Gordon R, Devore
said.
Mixed Media's 2 and 4-track
facilities cost $25 per hour, and
their S-track costs $35 per hour.
They offer isolation, mixing
facilities and a baby grand Yamaha
piano for studio work.
Bill Hunter Recording Studio:
118 Alcazar NE (268-8442).
Hunter's down-home studio offers
several novel services for local
musicians. "We're the only highspeed S-track and cassette
duplication business on a large scale
around here," Hunter says.
"And we have another service no
one else offers around here - we
cut our own acetate masters.
There's too many recording studios
around here, so we try and provide
some unusual services. Another one
is our production of cassettes and s.
tracks from the unassembled
parts."
Bunter records on a 2-track
system. "I'm in this business 40
years," he explained. "I work on a
2-track system because it's got to
come down to stereo anyway in the
end. These boys coming out of
universities with degrees never
learned the art of mixing on the
console. That's where I do the mix
-on the console."
While this cuts recording costs
greatly, Hunter acknowledges that
his studio isn't for everyone and
sometimes sends musicians up to
Wagner if they are looking for that
kind of sound. He charges $35 per
hour for recording and $15 per
hour for editing.

New Wave Grabs Crowd
Adam Aguirre
While ASUNM-PEC celebrates its tenth anniversary with the
upcoming Frank Zappa concert, an equally suitable band for such a
celebration is the Cars, who played in the Pit last Thursday night.
A lot has happened to the Cnrs since the last time they played here
as a show opener for another band, but this time it was obvious that
they were at the top of the bill.
After an electrifying warm-up by the rising Motels, the Cars
brought the crowd to its feet with a high-energy show that included
a tri-level stage, cordless guitars, and a back-drop that hid virtually all other equipment. A brand of New Wave rock that is
uniquely the Cars' was complemented by an impressive show of
flashy color and polished moves that literally had the crowd shaking
with excitement. Ric Ocasek and Benjamin Orr shared the singing,
fast and professional music provided the crowd with some of the
most energetic sounds in the music industry today.
Judging from the opening song, it was clear that the Cars intended
on leaving the crowd completely stunned by their extremely powerful
music. Playing the most popular songs from their first two albums,
most of the favorites on their recent effort, Panoram, were extended, to the pleasure of the crowd. Song after song was played
with such perfection that everyone in the arena was hypnotized.
Though a lot has been said about the Cars, perhaps the best point
!a be made is that their fame has been a long time coming. With a
little luck and the same talent, they'll be around a Jot longer. lf you
didn't make this show, you made a big mistake!

KUNM Having Frank Zappa Contest
What food reminds you of Frank
Zappa?
For KUNM's Zappa contest,
write out legibly your outrageously
clever response in 46 words or less,
on one side of a 4" by 6" card. Add
your name, phone and address to
the other side. Employees of PEC
and KUNM not eligible.
Drop card at KUNM or SUB

information booth, or mail to
KUNM, Onate Hall, 3rd Fir.,
Girard and Campus, 87131.
Deadline is Wednesday, Oct, 8, 5
p.m.and three winners will each
recieve two tickets to the Frank
Zappa Concert. Winners will be
announced Thursday, Oct. 9. For
more information caiJ KUNM at
277-4806.

cua:a·

aN-BEAT.!

American
Cancer Society

It's A
2WayStreet

®

lot:

Donate Plasma •••
Help Others and Yourself

Frank Zappa will be the Popular Entertainment Committee's Ten Year Anniver·
sary Concert, and we want you to help us
celebrate.
So quick, run and get your Crayola
crayons and color Frank Zappa. Prizes
awarded for largest, smallest, most
unusual, most creative, worst and best by a
child.
Prizes include tickets to Zappa, Zappa
buttons, Zappa posters and Crayola
crayons.
Contest ends October 10. Submit en·
tries to SUB Information booth. This con·
test is void if you like.
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Re.c...
Frank Zappa Oct. 12 Johnson Gym

Tickets at Ticketmaster and the SUB

Yale Blood Plasma

. 1.1··--------------122 Yale S.E. 266·5729
9:30A.M.· 5:30P.M. M·F

1
1
I
I

NEW DONORS Briing this ad
for a $5.00 BONUS on
Your FIRST Donation
Not good with other coupons
expires Nov. 30, 1980

•
1
1
I
I

~-----------------·
Skills Center
Workshops for the week of Oct. 6
Math 100/ Midterm Review Regular workshop
times
Tue. (10-7) Biology 100/0ral presentations
11am-12pm
Vocabulary Building
12-1 pm
Writing Lab
1Oam-1 pm
Thur. (1 0-9) Biology 100/0ral presentations
9·1 Oam and 1-2pm
English 100/Thesis Statement
12-1pm
Fri. (1 0·1 0) English 1 00/Thesis Statement
10-llam
Spelling workshop
11 am· 12pm
EFL
11am-1pm

Everybody's
Gotta Have
A Gang ...
We"te a national c:o-ecl Service organh!<itlon. With muth lnvolvcml!nl in !ill!f\.ire to the U.N.M. ti'm•
puc;; and the rnrnmonily of A.lbuqucrque. We 5harc friendship. fclfowshlp and .leadership. f.A.Ir get
togcehcr istcJn/gMroom 231Ein thrS.U.a. ill 7:30P.M.
Find Out wh;d we're about. We know thai ;,.w•rc for jt(lti and vour for u!:.

Alpha Phi Oanega
HI! 1'111 Ctwtstlne DonlsthoiP8
My son Bruce Is running lor

"HOMECOMING KING'1

He really needs a date
lor homecoming.
Won't you please vote for
him?

ELECT:
BRUCE DONISTHORPE
your FIRST KING!
Position No. 2
Paid for by DONISTHORPE
·tor KING CommiHee;
Ro,dgl~ts, Chm n.;

Skills Center 3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

"sure, I knew we c:ould.''
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Sports
LobosWin,
Lead WAC

Women Golfers Finish Eighth

Last week there was a question as
to who would go out and pick up
the slack for the missing tailback
Michael Johnson, who is out for
the season. Tailback Jimmy Sayers
answered the question on Saturday
as the Lobos beat Wyoming 24-21.
The question will probably not be
brought up again.

Soccer Tournament a Success
Not many t.imcs in sports does
the saying "it doesn't matter if you
win or lose, but how you play the
gallic" hold true. In this case it
docs.
UNM lost the championships of
the UNM Intercollegiate Soccer
Invitational on Saturday night to
lnstituto
Technologico
de
Chihuahua 4-0.
But more important than losing
the game was proving that there is
an interest in New Mexico in soccer.

Over 2,000 fans watched the times during the game. Midfielder
Jim Wcisen and fullback Leone!
match at the Sports Stadium.
The UNM club, with the help of Quintanilla of UNM played well
Dr. John Mosman, sponsored the against Chihuahua.
Chihauhua's
Jaime
Baez
tournament to prove to the UNM
athletic department that it would be Gonazles controlled the ball well
worthwhile to make soccer a varsity and scored the first goal of the
game. Later in the game, Gonzales
sport and give the team funding.
Right now the UNM club got past UNM goalie Jim Todd for
practices an,!! plays without funding another goal,
In the consolation game, Arizona
or the aid ol a coach.
The UNM club was outmatched State defeated the University of
by the team from Mexico, although Albuquerque l-0 in overtime.
UNM's record is now 12-2-1.
the UNM defense was impressive at
-

UNM soccer players (In dark shirts) display their skills in a game
against a team from Chihuahua, Mexico. (Photos by Steve Pierce)

--~-~·----~--:;;;;:-::

Butterfield Jewelers says:

Vote for the candidate
with Style!!

Cow
The Cannes Festival
award wlmlng film
The story of a Persian
village man
Look In Tuesday's paper
for time and location

Tlcltolsoold M-Th
•long. Olllce
2rd ftoorOrtogo
•lnt•t S..vlces

1717 homo

Iranian Student
Assoc.

•2SOB(SUB}

IA·Th 12:00·1:00

BODY&HEAD
STIMULANTS

Artists

DIET Capsules, wholesale.
Comes in small or double
.strength BLACK CAPSULES.
Prices start at $125.00 for
keg of 1,000 blacks.

··1-''

1900 C~ntral S.E. Albuquerque,
I • N.M. 87103 (505) 242:8491

Conceptions Southwest is now
soliciting
fine
arts
and
photography fur possible inclusion in the Spring 1981 issue. Submissions should be made to the
ASA Gallery 11 a.rn. -4 p.m.
(

Dec. 5, 1980
1.Deadline
)
:;"
•

• ... r.

Attention Artists & Writers
11nyone who has submitted art or literature to Conceplions Southwest
'" the ~astthr~e years and who hasn't ever picked up their work, please
come rmmedrately .to Marron Hall Room 131. The following persons
have work to be picked up.
Ann Applegarth

Romola Arellano

Denni!i: Ga_lvez

JL~
P.ai Baca

Jose Gatt:tiJ
K•oG.Id
. e .. ~ ea

Jamte Searcy
Jenhife; Seiffert
Ellen Seu.!:y

Kathy Bearden

Ttm Gtll

Stacy Shaw
Johh Sliedlock
Ch1P Stmons
~rank Smith
A. SobrikCt
Lee Stapp;
Ste'llen Stfeet
Wilham Sypowlc:z
Luci fapahonso
N.J. Tate
11obert Teldc
J.L. Terrazas
Goorge ferraza!;

J. Bickilig

Randall Biggers
Kathleen Bour
Ch. Btennan
FFtlrlk Brown

Homecoming Queen
vote

Tsenre Pompeo
position "G"
October 7, 1980

Jtm Brown
Pat Brown
Robin Btown
Jeff Buckel~
Cmdy Sundranl
Ettc Burman
John Caputa
Jam~s Cha'llel
Ann Claassen
Robm Cogburn
Arlen!! Conkle
Pally Daly

Holly Oelgado
Jon tle Marii1iS
Carol DeWis~
D~bra Dyer
Clinton Edwotd
Jose Esquibel

Ann ~Oland

Lorinia tredmail

Deborah Goodell
Rtt:hard Gosselt

Tucker (3r_e_e_rt
J~he Harf•son
Phil Hernandez
"K_ellcy Hesttr
J1m Holbrook
Cheryl Howard
Debra Hughes
Allan Hunter
A•d
Jb k

" Y

c son

~uzahrta Kcnty

C!~m~ Kessinger
Robett Knvda
Gary La Free
JohMy lanclot
G.A. Lantrn
Theres_a lapc_yznski
tttzabctli lauren
trschcr Law~ence
Wayne Le~w•tt
Chnsltne Leche
Thomas Lehtrmn
Dard Leugers
Tetl:lS<I ltlpct

Sayers had an afternoon that
Lobo fans will not soon forget. He
was a major part of the Lobo
victory over previously undefeated
Wyoming in an important game in
the Western Athletic Conference.
UNM remains the only undefeated
team in theW AC.
The senior Sayers rushed 1%
yards in 31 carries, which is a career
record for him and is good enough
to stand sixth best in New Mexico
history. By himself, Sayers
outrushed the Wyoming offense by
63 yards.
He was named Player of the
Game by ABC-TV.
"I think I probably did good, it
was my best ever. But I couldn't
have done it without the guys on the
line," Sayers said.
"I was discouraged because I was
playing tess this year than in the
past. I got into this game and
started doing well in the first series
and I began to get my confidence
back. It is easier to play football
with confidence," he said.
UNM quarterback Brad Wright
can share some of Sayers spotlight
as he proved himself not only as a
top-rate quarterback, but as an
actor.
Twice during the game Wright
faked hand-offs to Sayers, one
~elting up a touchdown and the
other good for a touchdown.
The most spectacular fake was a
new play devised by Coach Gordon
Norwood. Wright faked the hand
off to Sayers, then turned around
acting as if the play was over and
hiding the ball. Wyoming went
after Sayers, so did the TV
cameras, as Wright completed a
pass from the 41-yard line to Keith
Magee on the 4-yard line.

Elttilbeth 1'111an
Sabrna Vantsh
Joan Vtg1l
Valerie Vlgtl
Alit:e-Waoortcr
James Walker
Archard Whitehead
tredcrrck Williams
Pattrcl<i W•Uiam!i.
Jean Willtamson
Alan Wilson
a.R. Woodall
Marilyn WMdburn

Douglas Lowell
J
-~
JanN
Maher

Kalhleen.!IJ!aley
Greg McElwain

"I knew the play would work, we
had worked on it all week in
practice. I was suppose to throw to
Martin (Ricky) but he was covered,
so I saw Magee and threw to him,''
Wright said.
"It was a good fake. It was the
best run I had all day, too bad J
didn't have the ball,'' Sayers said.
The other fake, where Wright
again faked a hand off to Sayers,
but kept the ball, was worth six
points.
Wright completed five of II pass
attempts and gained 65 yards in 20
auempts. This was the first game of
the season Wright did not throw an
interception.
'fhe list of UNM injuries con·
tinues to grow. Noseguard Greg
Azar, who suffered a bruised leg
during the game against NMSU,
and was re-injured in practice last
week, is still questionable for next
week's game.

c. Mclean

Mu~helle Miller

Marianne Mt1li9.ln
Oavid Moss
J.T. Nelson

Stctc.h Nolan
JMkS Norwalk
Buan O'Gradv
Gcnaro PadHJa
M1ke Padilla
lynette Padwa
Chrrshn£! Pctetson
Alejandro Polar
~tanc1SCO Quintana
Mrchael Atthie
E. Ar'llcra
Francis Rtvera
CohHte Robertson
Margate! AoberlsOtt
Jim Sage!
Marty Sa!Stnat'l
J:lobctt Sanchez
E;nest.Sandigo
R~lth Schwaru

Deadline October 6,1980
We will not be responsible lor work not picked up by this date.

Defensive back Todd Campbell
who was injured against Texas Tech
will undergo knee surgery this week
and will be out for the season.
Defensive back Tracy Mounts
who proved himself in the game
against NMSU suffered a separated
shoulder on Saturday. Doctors said
on Sunday that he might be able to
play this weekend.
Defensive back Sharay Field rcinjured his foot Saturday and will
be doubtful for Saturday's game.
Right guard Dennis Spencer will
be out for two more weeks with a
broken jaw.
And of course tailback Michael
Johnson underwent knee surgery

Jimmy Sayers

.~
·-A..
A'-.
~

•

Brad Wright
last week and will be out the rest of
the season.
The
Lobo defense
held
WyoJT1ng, who last week was No.3
in the country in rushing with an
average of 387 yards a game, to 133
yards on the ground.
Two fumbles by Wyoming were
picked up by the New Mexico
defense during the game, making
possible 12 points.
The first fumble was recovered
by linebacker Bob Shupryt after
defensive end Rick Eidenschink
stripped Wyoming quarterback
Craig Johnson of the ball.
The second fumble was recovered
late in the fourth quarter by
defensive end Huey Chancellor.
The Lobos also gave up the ball
once with a fumble by Sayers after
he ran with the ball 66 yards, losing
the ball when tackled.
UNM place kicker Pete Parks
kicked a 40-yard field goal, his
eighth consecutive one of the
season. He also kicked three extra
points.
Running back Jim Brooks rushed
for 38 yards and running back
Denny Allen rushed for 26.
In pass receiving wide receiver
Keith Magee was successful for 48yards, wide receiver Derwin
Williams for 31 yards and tight ertd
Johrt Lane for IS yards.
'fhe Lobos will play host to
Colorado State Saturday night at 7
p.m. in University Stadium,

Women Win Meet
The UNM women's cross
country team won the Oklahoma
Jamboree Invitational this weekend, finishing first in a field of six
teams.
UNM's Loretta Chavez was the
top finisher with a time of 18:40.
Roberta Touchin finished third
with a time of 18:42 and Regina
Dramiga finished in fourth with a
timeofl9:01.
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stan, fired a four-under par 218. for sudden-deal h playoll.
the tourn;1ment. on rounds of 71-74Other Lobo scores included Patty
73. Her one-under par 73 was the Curtiss with an 81-82-77 (240),
onl~· sub-par ~1:0re of the final day.
Irene Reed an 80-80-82 {242), Danu
All ~e~\1nd-round leader TCU Howe u 79-81-83 (243) and Peggy
could manage the final 18 holes was Stanwood a 80-90-88 t~8).
a 313 to finish at 931, good for the,
Curtis~. wh\1 h.ad the hcst rml!ld
runner-up spot.
of
the day for LINM on Friday, said
DceDee Lasker of Tulsa overshe
was shocked that she and the
took Kim Bauer of Texas A&M for
second place with a 74 of Friday. entire team played so pomly.
"I had a really bad tournament,"
Lasker ended at 76.73-74 and Bauer
Curtiss said.
shot 72-77-79.
The top Lobo finisher was Kris
"None M us played well. Kris
Monaghan, who tied for fifth place (Monaghan) is capable of playing
and ended up at eight over par 230 much better,'' she said.
with
rounds
of 74-78-78.
The Lobos travel next week to
Monaghan won the fifth place compete in the Georgia lnvitational
trophy by beating Heather Drew of which will be held on the same
Arizona, 78-74-78, and Cathy course as next spring's AlA W
Hanlon of SMU, 76-79-7S, in a National Championships.
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Texas Christian U niversily
women's golf coach Fred Warren
predicted correctly that a score of
300 in Frida>•'s final round would
decide the winner of the McGuire
Invitational.
To Warren's chagrin, Florida
State, rather than TClJ, hit the
three century mark. FSU walked
away from UNM's South Golf
Course with the first-place team
trophy by a very comfortable 12stoke margin.
lJNM finished the tournament in
a tie for eighth place with Arizona
State.
Led by individual titleist Michelle
Guilbault, Florida State finished
with a three-round total of 919, 31
strokes over par.
Guilbault, who led from the
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Accounting
Seniors
The vitality of the energy industry-combined with
progressive leadership-offers opportunities for
creativity, recognition and advancement seldom
equalled in professional accounting .
It's all atARCO Oil and Gas Company.
We are a leading division of Atlantic Richfield, the nation's
seventh largest energy company.
The unique Accounting Development Program of nine to 15 months
duration (less, depending on your capabilities) prepares you for
major responsibilities through conceptual learning workshops,
varied technical experience, and professional/ personal skills
seminars. It's your first step to becoming an expert in the
specialized field of petroleum accounting. And it opens multiple
career paths in such areas as financial accounting, internal
auditing, planning and control, tax administration, accounting
systems, computer technology, analysis and performance
reporting and financial management.
While the Accounting Development Program is structured to
provide essential guidance and training, the environment remains
unstructured. New ideas and creative thinking are encouraged.
And as you gain skills, you'll be interacting with management.
To learn more about the Accounting Development Program and
careers in our Controller's Department, pick up one of our
"Professional Accounting Opportunities" brochures at your
placement office. While you're there, sign up for an interview with
our representative who will be on campus this semester.
Please bring a copy of your transcript to the interview.

ARCO Oil and Gas Company
Division of AtlanticRichfieldCompany
An equal opportunity employer
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ACTION SPORTS TUNES up skis. We're open right
now al 7509 Mcnaul N.E. "The ski doclor" really
knows how. Action Sports, 884·5611.
10/10
TYPING EXPERIENCED ALL phases College
work. 292·4360 or 293·7547.
ll/3
URJTISH CAR SERVICE, Quality work al
rca1onable rates. Hilllon Garage 298·1329.
10/6
I HE UNM l.A W School Clinical J..aw Program
offm legal services for sludents and staff. furnished
by quullfied law students under faculty supervision.
Avallabilily Is limited to those whose assets and in·
'ome do not exceed established guidelines, $3.00
registration fcc. Call 277·5265 for Information and an
appointment.
1017
fYPING, WORD PROCESSING, editing, data
procc~sing, delivery service. 268.8776.
12115
EXPEiRI ENCED TYPIST-ENGLISH MA. Editor,
published writer. Editing available. 266·9550. 10/14
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970,
10/31
ENGLISH TUTORING, WRITING problems. Steve
Fox. 265·8675.
10/6
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 minute Passport Photos. No ~ppointment.
268·8515.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS: AI.!. styles. Marc's Guitar
Studio. 265-3315.
trn
QA TYPING SERVICE: A complete lyping and
editorial sy~lem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
lcholastic. Charts & :abies. 345·2125.
tfo

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
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Work-Shtdy Jobs are advertised !
in tht' J)aily IJobo Want Ads
!
.......................... --· ....... .......... ..._... ................................. ...,
~

1.

2.

PERSONALS

llii\R l IIlli (iOOIII'R: HnJ•PY 20th birthday.
I mr, ~<•llr hutc Mundtkm.
10/6
·\<;r>J1;\ <l'li·IIRAHS trN vears of 1cr~"e to
I "'I ;tudcnt,, 1\11 fnrmer Hllunierr< October 18 is
!he d01tr <lf 1111r hirtlulay ~:ele~ntlion! C:all 277·3013
h•rmfo.
10;17
I \KlPRllll· IN llltmc.:onung' Vote nenre
l'.. ~ml,t:'' h.tr l htmc~.urmng Queen. Pu'iltion (.i. 10/7
\ oTr' ·~NN Ill' iton: fur llmn«ommg Queen!
l'll\ollllll"
1017
I "Ml'l'~ I lll(!l('ARI' MliST nuwe. Come run
lor dnlllrcn nml fmmhe< ut the It Cook
lh•m«<•nung Run. October II nt 6:50 n.nt. For
mhlftnalutn ,,til, SVA Cluh, 271.41~0 or 10~4 Mc1a
c

y~

SERVICES

LOST & FOUND

LOST: ONE WlllTE gold wedding band wilh two
d<am(lnds. Reward. 25!·4876.
10/6
TIH·IU·SA MONTOYA! COME to Marron Hall
room 131 nnd pick U)l your lost Archlteclurc
notebook and art supply box (full of supplies). 10110
fOUND: ONE YELlOW v.tndbrenker, by Dandy
Don, in front or <;nnln Clara Hall. Come to Marron
llallrount 131to claim.
1019
1 Ot; r: TWO RJNliS in library. One College ring and
one lndinn ring. Call Ted 266·1085.
1019
Iosr: IARG£, II LACK and lao German Shepherd.
R year~ old. No collar. answers 10 Yonker. S2~.00
reward. 242·4~~.
10 '7

HOUSING

SUPE'R SI'AnOliS TWO bedroom townhouse.
l·ireplacc, 9ft. closets. $350.00. Two bedroom house.
$315.00. One bedroom apartment, walk·in closet.
Pri•nt• pnlio. $205. All 3 ttnits furnished, spotless,
m<ulated for quietness, utilities paid. UNM area. No
pet>. 842·0925.
10131
NORTHEASt VNM AREA. $45,000, close to
IJ('M(. two bcdro11m, study, hardwood floors,
gamgc. good landscaping plus new roof lo new
owner. C. F. Williams Agency. 266·7747, evenings.
842·0102.
10/10
IIEDROOMS FOR. RENT. Pels, kids, O.K. 265·
4036.37171'alo DuroN. E.
10/10
LARGE TWO BEDROOM apartment. New carpet,
nice grounds, Ulilily room. 5210 monthly. Call 345·
1735.
10/9
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share house near UNM.
$175 a month plus v, ulllltics. Grad student
preferred. 242·1523 or 266·3186 arter6 p.m.
10/8
ROOMMATE WANTED NON.clgarelle smoker.
Share house on Vassar. Like classical music, share
cooking, $130/month. Call Dave. 265.0034.
I0/6
A BLOCK ro UNM. Dne bedroom wilh swimming
pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated air, and cable
t.v. No children or pets. $230, includes utilities. 209
Columbia S.E. Caii2SS·268S.
1017
S.I:. Bt:.IGHTS THREE bedroom, two bathroom,
lwo fircpla•••• huge den, unreal sct•up. Call 293·
6349.
1017
ONE BEDROOM STUDIO, furnished, utilities paid,
laundry. Only $175.00 1218 Copper N.E. or 200
l0f6
Jefferson N.E. 842·6170.
A lllOCK TO l 1NM
.. One bedroom. utilities
paid. SIHO. No children or pets. 201·205 Columbia
10•3i
S.l;. Call2~S·268~.
THE CITADEL·SUf'ERil location ncar UNM. &
downtown. llus service eHry 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, frnm S20S. All Utililics paid. Deluxe

kilchcn with dishwasher & di1posal, recreation room,
sw1monong pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pets. 1520 Unwersity N.E. 243·2494.
tfn

5.

66 DATSUN 4 speed. $850. 265·8264.

(0/9
LOW DOWN PAYMENT. Easy terms. $28,000.
Owner said. sell on this two bedroom home with
carport. Clos~ to University Sports Complex. A Jot of
house for 1he money. C. F. Williams Agency, 266·
7747, Evenings, 842.0102.
10110
FISCHER EUROPA 99skis, Alfa boors, Bamboo or
fiberglass poles. Mixed sizes, some new. some barely
used. Whole set $165.00. Call842·6226.
1017
1980 HONDA EXPRESS. Low mileage, $400. 2774869.
10/8
74 CHEVY VEGA. Am/Fm S·track st erco.
Autornalic Transmission. For more Information call,
881·9881.
10110
ALL GREAT CONDITION. Portable t.v.'s-19 inch
color, $195; 19 inch B/W, $65, AM/FM 8 track,
IUrll!able, speakers, $65, Tandem bicycle, $95. 268·
PEUGEOT TEN SPEED, 22 inch frame, while,
perfccl condition. 873-1904 evenings.
10/8
AUTO CASSETTE DECK. Audio Spec underdnsh,
many features. Excellent condition. $100 or best
offer. Jill, 266·0169.
10/8
MOTORCYCLE t!El.MET, IIELLSTAR 180, size
seven, alrnost new. $100.00. Call 256·9003 after6.
1017
1975 YAM AHA DT250B-$500. Norman, 881·0423.
1017
HOUSEtiO!D GOODS, FURNITURE, bicycle for
sale. Call Aleta, 266·4038.
1017
65 PEUGEOT 403, sunroof, cassette, new radials,
spare parts, good mileage, $900 or best offer. 25S·
8212after4 p.m.
1016
ROSSIGNOL SM RACING skis. Excellent con·
dhion, 1980 model. C'all 345·0600 after6:00. $120.
10/6
3·5·10 SPEED IJICYCLES, new and used. Raleigh,
Pannsonlc, Pcugeol, Nishiki and Bianchi. Repair.~ on
all makes. Tourittg Cyclist Shoppe, 3222 Central S.E.
268·3949.
10/31
LADIES NORDICA SKI boots. Size 8·8 o;,, Call292·
49S5.
tfn
TWENTY PORTABLE TV's S30·S60. 441 Wyoming
N.E. 255·5987.
10/14

6.

EMPLOYMENT

ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT. New Mexico
Sludcnt Union Food Service M·F, 5:30 a.m.-9:00
a.m., 10 a.m.-2:00p.m. These are approximate times
and may vary somewhat according to your schedule.
Work/study and non·work/sludy, Hard work and
free meals. Slop In and fill oUI an application between
2 and 4 p.m. or call Jeaneile or Joe, 277·281 J. 1017
ADDRESS AND srUFF envelopes at home. SSOO
per month, possible. Any age or location. See ad
under miscellaneous. Triple "S."
I0/6
PART TIME, IJ, S. Chernlslry or lliology, Share job
with me. 268·4885. Helen.
10110
UNDERGRADUATE ADVISORS:
LIMITED
vacancies for male advisor applicants for 1981 spring
sent ester. Earn room, board, monthly stipend. Apply
Associate Dean of Students Office, 201 (.a Posada
Hall. Deadline: October 27.
1016
NEED STUDENTS FOR College Intern Sales
Program. Commission sales. Average income 58.00

8.

DON'TBLINKill R. Duke.
10/10
FAMOUS QUIVIRA UOOKSHOP and photography
gallery is localed \1: block from Johnson Gym at Ill
Cornell. Boors 11·6, Monday·Frlday. Special order
service.
I0/6
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Homecoming poll
workers. Meeling-4:30 p.m. Monday SUB Ballroom
Lounge.
10/6
BACKGAMMON, CHESS, POOL, Pinochle
challenge mUlches, tournament play. Call Terry, 4-8.
873·3244,
10110
E'NJOY DINNER AT the Morning Glory Cafe,
featuring crepes, fresh flsh, super salads, and live
entcrlainrnent nightly. Open til 10 p.m. and
10'8
moderately priced. 268·7040.
U.S.D.A. ESTIMATES THE average American will
consume 10 lbs. of food addili•es per year, You
won't get your share a1 the Morning Glory Cafe,
feaiUring fresh vegetables and ehemical·free meats.
2933 MoniC Vista N.E. 268-7040.
1018
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800
per monlh poslible. Offer, send Sl (refundable) to
Triple "S." 869·E9 Juniper, Pinon Hill$, Ca. 92372.
10/6

LLES
EVROL

•-mil'''

WHERE YOU'LL GET THE
BEST PRICE, THE
FIRST TIME
GALLES CHEVROLET!

ECONOMY CARS
1976 Dodge Dart
4-door, 3-speed, 6-cylinder
S1400
1970 Volkswagen 2·door
4-cylinder, 4-speed ......... $1595
1967 Chevrolet Impala 2-door
V-8, auto, ps, air, only 47,000 m~1695
1976 Ford 2·door Pinto
4·cylinder, 4-speed . . . . . . .
S1995
1976 Volkswagen Rabbit
2-door, 4-cylinder, 4-speed
S2495
1975 Honda
4-cylinder, 4-speed ......... S2495
1975 Datsun 8210
4·cylinder, 4-speed .......... S2895
1976 Saab with SUN ROOF
...... S2995
4-cylinder, 4-speed
1977 MGB Roadster
4·cylinder, 4·speed ......... s3995
1978 Dodge Station Wagon
6·cylinder, 4-speed; NICE CAR S3295

'

ACROSS
1 Wise one
5 Container
9Small rooms
14 Govt. agts.
15 Pier
16 Daisy
17 Portable cots
19Atomic
device
20 Greek epic
211nsomnlac
23 Some cinch
cards
25 Rye disease
26 Clutch
28 State
32 Kind of home
37 Stale
38 Rowing need
39 Fisherman
41 Moo
42 Ringlet
45 Looks like
48 Chooses
50 Follow
51 Mythical spirIt
54 Blood fluid
58 Promise
62 Mary or John

J. -

63 Bushed:
2words
64 Away:
3words
66 Known as
67 Later
68 Gen. Robert

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

69 Growls
70 Dispatched
71 Venture
DOWN
1 Peel
2 Soap plant
3 Cold
4 Magnify
5 Crow's cry
6 Duck genus
7 Method
8 Comforter
9 Behave
10 Glorifier
11- majeste
12 Caustics
13lndian
weights
18 Decorate
22 Self
24 Locale
27 Breakwater
29 Fish organ

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
40
43

Amerlnd
Report
Timber rot
Noble
Oak or elm
Madrid "rah"
Nidus
Harvest
More alarming
44 Beaches
46 Where La
Scala is

1601 Lomas NE
766·6978

~

I
4
/\

MISCELLANEOUS

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

""l·

ton

1~.

1~10

1\MY, I I 0\'l' ~ou ltngicnlly. R.-·erend A. T.
l.tppman.
JOi6
l·RANUS :0.11\NNINO: Tfll· only logical choke.
1016
l'tllllion A lk111bcr ~th
Till Jo.IT('Hf N: ~o •erm 10 lhtce dollar fare, 1asry
htllllcmau~ lo11d and llnscrtl, Monday· Friday, 11:30
"' I ·lO, Cantcr~urv ('hapel, 42S Unl\·ersity, Nor·
thC,I\1.
10/10
1111: s T\ l>t- N r H: r 1:: RANS Association endorses
<1tlu:r Stt\Cil hl>te•·<'llrdero or Riohard \'ald<>ia (or
lh•lltc,oming Kong and Vicki M:trqucz for
llnmc~<mmng Queen.
1017
I· OR THE· l'll'-II•Sr i11 hn1t care •isit Fran al Sandia
!'Iaili. A lett pctcenl d1scotm1 on haircuts and perms
" r1ow being uffcrcll through October 31. Appoln·
10110
lm<m•29P.801.
HAPPY •\NN!VfRSARY KIES: we made il one
\Cat. lt1\C 1. S.
10/6
Pill A. l'ltY Sl'H'IAL Uuy 111.0 slices of cheese
rwa and get a large soft drirtk free with rhis ad. 10:6
thn>ugh 10 12. 121 Uanard S.E'.
10/10
\'OTT HOMH."OMJNG . TOMORROW. Polling
t•lace nrSlliJ, lllit<hell Hall, Ronta and Yale busslop
10/6
and l a Posada.
RHt'RNING STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
"'"k•hop-Ser>lce•, Support Organization!, and
•\cll\ille~. llow to get the most out or your UNM
e~pencncc. Tue~day, !(1;7, noon to 2 p.m.; RSA
I ounge, 2nd floororsuu.
1011
PAST CONtRIBUTORS TO Conceptions South·
IC ~ou ha'e ~ubmiucd work to us in the past
three )ears and ha•c: not picked up your work, plrase
'orne to Marron Ball room 13 I ASAP. We will not be
te,pon•ible for work not picked up by October 6,
1980.
1016
IJRl!NCH WITH YOUR!o<er atlhe Morning Oloty
('afc. fresh rruil, rancy eggs, and live entertainment
c•ery lunch and drnncr. 1 a.m.·IO p.m. and Sunday
Brunch, 9·4. 2933 Monte Vista N.E. 268-7040. 1018
STUDENt VETERANS ASSOCIATION will hold
its general membership meeting ort Monday, October
6, 1980 at 8:00 p. rn. in !he Child Care Co·op, Be
there.
10/6
WAlLER. ROCK 'n ROLL. September 29th through
October 4th at Friar's East. Located at Wyoming and
the Freeway. 255-4484.
10/6
SUaMISSIONS ARE NOW being accepted for the
Spring 1980 issue of Conceptions SoUihWeSI. We're
looking ror poetry, flction, non·flclion, art,
photography, drama, music, nlm, dance, etc. For
morelnfocall Leslie. 884·5123.
lfn
HAVE YOUR ACT together? 'fry It out at the Friars
Ea1t Gong Show. Every Thursday ~!ght at 10 p.tn.
Parhdpatc or watch. Winners receive S2S.OO and
trophy. More information call 299·4443 or Tom at
883·1050 ot •how at 1200 Wyoming NE Thursday al9
r m.
l0/6
A TiENT!ON: llANOS, MUSICIANS gigs nrc
n•nilnble. l'lcnrc coni act T. J. Mardnct at 211·2328
or cornc by SUB Enlcrtnillmcn! office, room 217 or
th~SUil.
12115
PREGNANCY TESTING & COUNSEl. lNG. Phone
24'7.981\1.
lfil
PASSPORT AdD 1DENTIFICATION photos. :l for
$4.50!! lowest prices rn town! Fast, pleasing, ncar
l'NM. C'nll 265-2444 or come ro 1717 Girard lllvd.
NE.
tfn
CONTACTS?? POLISHING?? SOLUTIONS??
Casey Optical Company. 265·8846.
tfn
HAPI'Y I GOT intcmational "fashion colour
gradient tint" In my prescription lenses, I love thern.
l'aylcss Opticians. (Across 1he street frotn LaBelle's
on Mcnaul). 266·2600.
trn
ACCURATE INFORMATION AUOUT con·
uaceptlon, sterilltatlon, aborllon. Right 10 Choose.
294·0111.
tfrt

FOR SALE

to Sl2.00 per hour. Flexible work hours. Call Jill a1
Norrhweslern Mutual Life-883·5360.
1012
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN needs parl·time help.
Mllst be available lunch hours, evenings negotiable.
Apply (.4 p.on. 1830 Lomas N.E.
10/6
PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal student hours. Call bet·
ween 1·3.256·0891.
10115
SANDIA NATIONAL LAIJORATORIES will be
interviewing on campus Thursday and Friday,
October 2nd and Jrd as part of the Bell System Team.
Openings exist for high GPA master's degree can·
di<latel in Engineering and Compuler Science. (U.S.
Citizenship required). Sign up nt lhc Placement
Office. For more information call, E. J. Garcia at
844·8764 or 296·6684, evenings.
1012
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year round. Europe,
Sourh America, Australia, Asia. All fields. SSOO·
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Wrile: iJC,
Box 52, NMI Corona Del Mar, Cp. 92625.
10129
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel, summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. g.JJ, .Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
10/6
LOOKING FOR FULL or part-lime income with
hollrs of your choosing~ If you are ambitious, self·
motivated, honest and maintain a neal appearance,
!his opportunity can be yours. Call 293·5218 after 6
p.m. for details.
10/6
COMMERC'III,L DEMONSTRATORS NEEDED
for temporary assignments 10 operate convention
booths, dcmonslrale appliances and foods In
department stores. Previous public relared ex·
pericnces required. Must have Fridays and Saturdays
available. Call for an intetrvicw. Personnel Pool. 883·
6~00. 2514 Son Mateo N.E.
1012.
SECRETARIAL HELP NEEDED. Approximately
1wen1y hours a week. Some light typing, primarily
phone answering. Afternoon work. 12:30 to 4:30.
Please call Ron,344·2361. $3.2~ per hour.
1012
PART·TIME JOU, gradua1e students only. After·
noons and e1enings. Must be able ro work Friday and
Saturd~y nigh!~. Must be Zl yeArs old. Apply in
person, no phone ~nils please. Saveway UquorStores
at 5704l.omns N.E., 5516 MenauiN.E.
10/10

47
49
52
53
55
56
57
58
59

Confounded
Vice
Lab heaters
Sferra Roman dress
Grass cutter
Indian buffalo
Crew
German
lancer: Var.
60 - mater
61 U.K. school
65 .Bank abbr.

